Crusading between the Adriatic and the Black Sea: Hungary, Venice and the Ottoman Empire after the Fall of Negroponte

In early 1474, almost ten years had elapsed since Matthias Corvinus’ last and failed major anti-Ottoman attempt. The rather peculiar, given previous and later events and developments, Habsburg-Hunyadi ‘crusader’ plan of 1466-1467 had ended in the Transylvanian rebellion and the ensuing Moldavian campaign of king Matthias. Over the next years, the king focused on his Bohemian and Habsburg problems and claims, while the crusader plans drafted in 1471 were once again basically brought to a halt by another conspiracy against John Hunyadi’s son. Less than three years later, the Ottoman raid on Oradea (Nagyvarad, Grosswardein), as well as Venetian financial offers, compelled the king to re-take anti-Ottoman action. His unsuccessful negotiations with sultan Mehmed II (1472-1473), alongside the aid rendered during the Walachian-Moldavian conflict to Stephen III of Moldavia (1470/1471-1473), also brought back the king to the crusader frontline. While having to restore good connections to pope Sixtus IV, eager, in return to strengthen his Western credit by crusader actions and plans, Matthias Corvinus had also to deal with the Habsburg and Jagellonian attempts to weaken his position and diminish his influence in crusader matters too, in Hungary as well as in the neighboring areas.

Newfound sources, namely Italian, Milanese in particular, archival data, provided the grounds for new perspectives on Matthias Corvinus’ Ottoman and anti-Ottoman actions in the mid 1470'. They allow us to take a closer look at the chain of events, decisions, propaganda, rivalry and disinformation that led to the Habsburg-Jagellonian charges of ‘crusader incompetence’ against Matthias Corvinus and also to the failure of the planned Hungarian-Moldavian ‘trap’ for sultan Mehmed II in the second half of 1476. Most of the explanations for it can be looked up in the immediate political context, complicated by the anti-Ottoman Muslim talks, by Usun Hassan’s failure, respectively by the conflicts between Tartar factions. Yet, as in many cases of similar nature, the main explanations usually rely on quite simple facts. The ‘anti-Ottoman’ coalition of the mid 1470’ consisted basically of former, more recent or traditional, rivals, such as the Rome, Venice, Hungary or Moldavia, which had a direct impact on the outcome of their crusader style attempts and actions. Another important aspect which should be emphasized in this context is the relation between Matthias and Transylvania after 1467, in connection to the local Transylvanian ties, via Walachia, with the Turk. Such structural details, beyond the various forms of modern, but also medieval, bias, have ensured an almost constant advantage to the Ottoman Empire, more and more a partner, rather than an enemy.

In 1474, 10 years had passed since the last major royal Hungarian anti-Ottoman action. In 1464, Matthias (Mátyás, Matia) Corvinus’ second Bosnian campaign had been a relative success. In 1468, an Ottoman-Hungarian truce had been reached.
The truce, valid probably for two years, was renewed in 1470 and 1472. The Ottoman-Hungarian negotiations of 1473 failed however. Hungary was once more on collision course with the High Porte.

The realm’s eastern neighbor, Moldavia, was already on this course. For the territorial ‘link’ between Buda (Ofen) and Suceava, the royal province of Transylvania, a clash with the Turk was by far no priority. The memory of the devastating campaign led by Murad II (1437-1438) or of more recent Ottoman raids into the Voivodate of Transylvania, which had occurred in spite of the Ottoman-Hungarian truce (e.g. in 1469 and 1470), was still vivid.

In 1474, the Ottomans raided Hungary’s central administrative bridge, connecting Buda to the Transylvania. It was the most important Ottoman act of aggression on the realm, since 1438. Ottoman-Hungarian tensions had mounted. Neither king Matthias, nor Mehmed II had managed to diplomatically convince his counterpart to give in to his proposals (1472-1473).

The Hunyadi Crusader Legacy in the Context of Roman, Venetian and Ottoman Politics

In late 1472, cardinal Bessarion died. He was the last survivor of the Latin and Greek political generations that had fought for Byzantium’s rescue. Except for the pro-Ottoman king of Poland, Casimir (Kazimierz) IV, for Frederic III, the reluctant emperor, and for Mehmed II, none of the other major political figures in power had taken an active part in the events of the 1440’-1450’. These events had, on one hand, shaped the aims of the later crusader decades and, on the other, by the demise of the main actors, had left the way open for major crises.
Failed Hungarian-Ottoman peace talks made too way for another set of long negotiated crusader actions. The Burgundian-Venetian-Roman-Hungarian crusader league of 1463 was history. Nevertheless, the talks and promises, made possible in particular by the political and military defeats suffered by Rome and Venice, created the illusion of a far greater league.

Oriental Solutions to Western Anti-Ottoman Problems at the Beginning of the 1470’s

After the death of pope Paul II (1471), who had turned the crusade from the South to the North, once more against the Hussites, the need for a crusader grand design was more pressing. It had to compensate domestic troubles, both in Rome and in the rest of the ‘free Christian world’, and to restore the credit of the crusade, of the holy Christian war, at least to the level reached in the times of John (Ioan/ Iancu, János) Hunyadi and George (Durad) Castriota Skanderbeg. The means however seemed more reduced than decades prior.

The ‘crusader congress’ of Regensburg had made that quite clear in mid-summer 1471. Venice’s military and diplomatic failures, as well as territorial losses during the ongoing war with the Porte, added to the complexity of the situation. Catholic Christendom apparently had run out of crusader options. ‘Peculiar’ solutions took center-stage once more. Talks with and on the Muslims (the Tartars and Uzun Hassan’s Turks and Persians) and Schismatics (Russians, Walachians) were reinitiated (1471-1472). Victory was searched for in the East.

In order to make good for his contested pontificate, but also to further Bessarion’s aims, the unsuccessful papal candidate of the last two elections and Venice’s favorite, pope Sixtus IV approved these talks. They were also less costly than Latin negotiations. The niece of the last Byzantine emperor, Constantine XI, Zoe, was wed to Ivan III of Moscow (1472). In the Italian Peninsula and the West no major ruler wanted to marry her, because she only had a great name, but little money. The marriage should have brought the crusade to Russia.
Later, namely from 1474 on, once more for both crusader and Italian reasons, 
Sixtus IV, eager to restore the balance of power in his tense relation with Venice, 
endorsed the talks for Matthias’ marriage to Beatrice, the daughter of Ferdinand 
of Aragon, the king of Naples. On a dynastical, as well as strictly political level, 
few within the ranks of the traditional Euro pean monarchic elite wanted to get 
connected to Matthias or to Ferdinand. Still, the crusade and Rome could not afford 
lose either of them, in particular the Hungarian monarch9.

King Matthias Corvinus’ Changing Ottoman Politics from Rome to Istanbul

In the mid 1460’, Venice and Buda, allies against the Porte, competed for peace 
with the sultan. With support from Frederic, his friend at the time, Matthias had also an 
anti-Ottoman action in planning. In front of the Venetian envoys, Mehmed presented 
Matthias as a disloyal and corrupt politician, who made promises to all sides. After the 
Transylvanian rebellion and his failed Moldavian campaign, which ended his southern 
plans (1468), Matthias brought the same charges against Stephen of Moldavia, who 
had been instrumental during the events10.

More than a decade after his death, Hunyadi was still his son’s most valuable symbo-
lical crusader asset. The Bosnian campaigns, Hungary’s role of Christendom’s bulwark 
and Ro man common praises assured Mathias a deserved crusader individuality, but 
not uniqueness. In fact, he had already surpassed his father in terms of charges of 
Ottoman dealings. For this he could not compensate by titles such as athlete, though 
Rome, in order to halt his (natural) financial claims, had exploited his weakness for 
the status of Christendom’s only hope11.

Namely in the 1440’, Hunyadi was the only one who could have claimed such an 
honor. But he was no ruler from god’s grace. In return, it was Janko, at a political 
low at that time (late1453–early 1456), not his son, who was viewed by the Greeks 
of his entourage as the emperor; successor of the Romans. It was thus quite natural 
that, after 1453, Turks viewed a Janko, the leader of the Magyars, of the northern 
Beni asfer nations, as the mythical founder of Byzantium. This was a great Ottoman 
compliment rendered to the athlete John Hunyadi12.

---
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Though until 1473 Matthias did not make use of the Walachian ancestors of Mehmed II in order to promote his blood-ties with the sultan, both he and his adversaries, namely after his failed Moldavian campaign of 1467, had spread rumors on the great political and matri monial deals offered to him by Mehmed. It could well be that the early 1470’s were more than a prequel to the 1480’s and the Djem crisis. ‘Otherwise’, Thuróczy could not have printed the alleged statement of Mehmed. According to the sultan, Matthias was his only equal (1488)\textsuperscript{13}.

I. The Royal Province of Transylvania and Buda and Istanbul’s Vassal States

Since the death of John Hunyadi (1456), Transylvania had not taken center stage in the confrontations between Christendom and the Turk. Still, even in Hunyadi’s time, whether he had acted as voivode of the province (e.g. 1444-1445), as governor (e.g. 1447-1449), or later as captain-general of the kingdom (e.g. 1454-1455), Transylvanian anti-Ottoman involvement had been a problem. The problem itself dated in fact far back to the rule of king Sigismund (Zsigmond) of Luxemburg, to his royal troubles at the turn of the century (e.g. 1398-1401)\textsuperscript{14}.

I. Transylvanian and Walachian Crusader Bridges and Threats in the 15th Century

During king Matthias’s first 15 years of rule, some Ottoman raids had been viewed, in an altogether exaggerated fashion, as devastations of Transylvania. Długosz too had described in this manner the Ottoman attacks of the late 1460’s and the early 1470’s. Nevertheless, also on the basic level of the relations between Buda and Istanbul, the Transylvania zone was no real priority, in terms of war (a late proof for it was also the fact that until the year 1493 no actual major Ottoman attack took place), but not in those of late medieval diplomacy\textsuperscript{15}.
The Ottoman Effects and Limits of Transylvanian and Walachian Oriental Trade

Due in particular to the rather flexible policies of the Saxon cities of Brașov (Kronstadt, Brassó) and Sibiu (Hermannstadt, Szeben) towards sultan Mehmed II and his transalpine favorite, Radu III cel Frumos (the Handsome), ruler of Walachia, Transylvania had grown into a communication channel between Buda and Istanbul. This feature of the voivodate, mainly in its southern areas, best came to light in the late 1470’s and in the 1480’s, during the rules of Basarab III Laiotă, Basarab IV Țepeluş (the Little Impaler), Vlad IV Călugărul (the Monk). All three had previously found shelter, as contenders to the Walachian throne, in Transylvania.

The political feature had been noticed in the early 1450’s, but also during the Ottoman campaign of Murad II, at times when, both for the dying king Sigismund and, later, for John Hunyadi, Transylvania should have played a rather different part in the policy of the realm towards the empire. Transylvania turned from a major anti-Ottoman factor into a ‘balance factor’ between the colliding powers. This turn had crucial effects on anti-Ottoman warfare.

Prior to the battle on the ‘Field of Bread’ (Câmpul Pâinii, Kenyérmező), in 1479, and prior, mainly, to the Ottoman raid of 1493, major, nevertheless temporary, alterations were brought to the Transylvanian status by Moldavian means. Especially the conflict between Moldavia and Walachia was instrumental in this respect. The conflict had re-irrupted at the end of the 1460’s. The feud, at the time, between Radu III and Stephen III cel Mare (the Great), involved both the zone of the Danube Mounds and Moldavia’s Lower Country (Țara de Jos).

The conflict was also a major challenge for the Hungarian kingship, because it touched the important areas of the Transylvanian Szeklers and Saxons, and for the Ottoman Porte, as the fighting put an end to the equilibrium between the ‘buffer states’ of Walachia and Moldavia. In the Lower Danube area, they separated the Hungarian realm from the Ottoman Empire. The situation was particularly tense after, in 1471, king Matthias sided, once again, as he had done also during the events of 1465-1466, with Stephen III, his former enemy.

16 Hurmuzaki, XV-1, no. 123, p. 70; no. 131, p. 75; no. 137, p. 80; no. 141, p. 82; Documente 1346-1603, no. 130, p. 126; Unrest, p. 108; A[lexandru]. D[imitrie]. Xenopol, ‘Lupta între Drăculești și Dănești’ [The Fight between the Houses of Dracul and Dan], AARMSI, 3rd series, XXX (1907-1908), pp. 207-211.
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Royal Hungarian Options and Limits between Bosnian and Moldavian Stands

The developing Moldavian-Hungarian entente was a challenge for all their neighbors. Still, major problems existed between Buda and Suceava, despite their mutual agreements and official tokens of trust. The problems were best revealed in the fall of 1474 when the Hungarians (i.e. Transylvanians) and Moldavians, which should fought together the Ottomans and the Walachian party loyal to the sultan, fought each other over the Walachian throne.

The problem was more than obvious. Matthias and Stephen had pushed each other into the open conflict with Mehmed. Since 1471, at the ‘crusader Reichstag’ of Regensburg, it had been stated that the Walachians would take arms against the Ottomans, in case the Hungarian king took the field against the sultan. At about the same time, Stephen refused to support the Polish attack on Matthias and offered his help to the contested monarch.

Since 1470, Stephen III was at war with Walachia. The stakes were the trade routes between the West and the Danube Mounds. From a later perspective, his actions could be viewed as pressures on the Porte. In order to achieve calm in the area, Mehmed II should have abandoned his favorite ruler of Walachia and accepted Stephen’s control of the routes. Due to his war with Uzun Hassan, Mehmed II post-poned a final decision on the matter.

At the time, trapped in his Bohemian war and forced to install Nicholas (Miklós) Újlaki, his former enemy, as king of the vassal state of Bosnia (1471-1472), Matthias applied similar tactics in his relation to the Porte. Mehmed II tried to gain time by a peace offer which added to Sixtus’ IV Hungarian worries. In fact, Mehmed had no intention of giving in to Matthias.
2. Warfare on the Lower Danube as a Crusader Complement and Alternative

Between 1462 and 1484, Stephen III invaded Walachia at least 13 times. The maximal estimated number of invasions would be 17. In average, the Moldavian troops entered the other Walachia, inhabited by those worse than the Turks, as Stephen III himself put it, every year and half. Stephen’s attacks on Walachia intensified beginning with February 147024.

In 1471, the crisis developed. Some claimed that Matthias would attack Frederic III with Turks, Serbians and Walachians. In response, Casimir IV stated that he had Stephen’s sup port against Matthias. In fact, Stephen was helping Matthias who, in return, supported him in Walachian matters. Both were still dependent on the Porte, though the break drew closer25.

The Anti-Ottoman Development of the Moldavian-Walachian Border Conflict

The raids did not displease Buda or the Saxon cities, on the contrary. The commercial policy of Radu had grown increasingly protectionist, dramatically reducing thus the royal and Saxon profits from the southern trade of the Transylvanian Saxon cities. The political gap between Suceava and Buda was bridged by the common foreign threats that added extra pressure for Stephen and Matthias, already faced with great domestic troubles. The conflict of 1473 was thus no Walachian-Moldavian border conflict as previous military clashes26.

In late fall 1473, after an apparent one year truce with the Walachian ruler, Stephen re-entered Walachia, more determined than ever. A major role in his decision must have been played by political power play in the area, the result namely of Venice’s efforts to find aid in the East against the Ottoman Empire. Rome too tried to find support in the East27.

Stephen’s marriage to Mary of Mangop (1472) had, on one hand, fortified his position and interests in the Black Sea area. On the other hand, it had technically,

24 M. Guboglu, ‘Le tribut payé par les Principautés Roumains à la Porte jusqu’au début du XVIe siècle d’après les sources turques’, REI, XXXVII (1969), 1, p. 70; Simon, Ştefan cel Mare şi Matia Corvin, p. 496.
26 For instance: Hurmuzaki, II-1, no. 5, p. 4; MKL, I, no. 211, p. 296; Acte, III, pp. 54-55; Documente Ștefan, II, nos. 146-150, pp. 331-339; MDE, II, no. 183, p. 263; Documente Sibiu, nos. 1-2, pp.11-12.
27 E.g. Guerre, no. 43, p. 44; no. 85, p. 106; no. 90, p. 112; Notes, IV, no. 275, p. 352; Letopiseţul anonim, pp. 17-18; Cronica moldo-germană, pp. 30-32; see Mureşan, ‘Girolamo Lando’, pp. 172-174.
but also partially, annulled the domestic effects of the sending of his and his first wife’s, Evdochia of Kyiv, son, Alexander, as hostage to Istanbul, due to his Walachian actions of 1470-1471. After 1472, Stephen stopped paying tribute to the Porte. This fact increased his Ottoman problems, summed up in Mehmed’s demands of 1476. One of them was the Danube harbor of Chilia. The harbor had been taken in 1465, with the consent of Matthias Corvinus, from Radu III28.

Stephen had also other matters of concern. In 1473-1474 (namely), he had to retreat, almost each time from Walachia. He completed his return, of spring 1474, to Suceava by the execution of 700 of the numerous taken prisoners (hostages to a certain degree). This was vengeance, probably a gesture of domestic power, due to the contemporary political climate, and not a symbolic act meant to impress his Ottoman and Walachian, adversaries. By his actions of 1473, the ruler had taken great risks upon himself and his Moldavian throne29.

**The Defeat of Uzun Hassan, the Siege of Scutari and the Throne of Walachia**

In 1473, Stephen had two major targets: the dethronement of Radu and the creation of a new anti-Ottoman front. The first goal was quickly achieved. Radu, of the House of Dracul, was replaced with Basarab Laiotă from the rival House of Dan, prepared by Stephen for the throne since 1472. Basarab lost his throne a month later. This was however not the greatest of anti-Ottoman problems. The real target of Stephen’s attack ‘was’ very likely in Albania30.

Prior to the end of 1473, it had become known that a renewed Moldavian attack on Walachia would determine the Turk to levy the siege of Scutari and turn against Moldavia. Venice had already promised king Matthias 30000 ducats if he succeeded in diverting the Ottoman attack on Scutari. A year later, in the fall of 1474, the king’s men in Venice cashed in only half of the amount. The other half had probably been sent to Stephen of Moldavia31.

---


30 E.g. ÖNB, Codices, cod. 6216, Stefano Magno, Annali veneti e del mondo [1443-1478], Ad annum 1473, ff. 561, 576 [May, October-November]; Simon, Ştefan cel Mare şi Matia Corvin, pp. 209-211.

In view of the very costly anti-Ottoman involvement of Stephen, it was an advantageous deal for the Republic. The ruler took care of Venice’s eastern interests. His actions captured, by (mainly) Venetian means, the attention of the Italian Peninsula. The optimistic tone of such reports on Danubian anti-Ottoman warfare, partially motivated by the time spans needed by information to travel from the frontline to the center, was contradicted by the events\(^{32}\).

\[
\text{[...]} \text{Item a le nove avema cuj fresche de preso Pera fresche, se ha/ como lo Grant Turcho manda Turchi XX mille contra la Velachia Bassa; et d’altra parte se dice prepara de fae questo state gallie nove/ CL\(^{a}\), car quelle ha sono vegle [...] Et se dice de certo per la dicta lettera mandata de Sio ha/ Monsegnor lo Mestro, et erj lecta cuj in lo consegl/ como/ lo Turcho ha facto pace con Usson Cassan [...]} \text{(16\(^{th}\) of January).} \text{[...]} \text{Item scrivevano i Valachi haver cridato guerra contra el Signor Turcho; et come el ditto Turcho haveva fato/ commandamento per tutto el suo paexe che tutti da anni 15 fin 60 se dovesseno a presentar ala sua porta./ Et come el Signor Turcho fazea passar zente in le parte de Natolia; et questo perché se diceva/ i fioli del Signor Usson Cassan fevano zente contra del Signor Turcho [...]} \text{(15\(^{th}\) of February 1474)}
\]

Prior to the Christmas of 1473, Laiotă had been chased away. Radu was once again the ruler of Walachia. The Ottoman troops raided southern Moldavia, as far as Vaslui. Stephen could not intervene. His response came in spring 1474. He entered Walachia and burned the country almost entirely. His action was not as successful as expected, maybe because of the burnings too. In 1481, after another failed Moldavian (and Hungarian this time) action in Walachia, the failure of the campaign was attributed to the cruelty of the Moldavian army\(^{33}\).

\section*{II. Anti-Ottoman Italian Information and Uses of Moldavian Military Campaigns}

Years later, Stephen’s propaganda in German blamed the bad weather in Walachia for his failure of spring 1474. His ‘official chronicle’ however did not make any reference to the events. Stephen’s Walachian raids of August and October 1474 were also unsuccessful. In November, a joint Hungarian-Moldavian military

\(^{32}\) E.g. ASM, A.D.S., Potenze Estere, Turchia-Levante, cart. 647, fasc. [3], nn (16\(^{th}\) of January 1474); Ungheria, cart. 649, fasc. [2], nn (15\(^{th}\) of February 1474); Venezia, pp. 241-244; Vite 1474-1494, pp. 11-14.

action was staged, but the anti-Ottoman forces fought each other. Yet, the ensuing compromise made the victory of Vaslui possible34.

I. The Peninsula and its Perspective on Eastern Affairs at the Beginning of the 1470’s

Prior to November 1474, Stephen seemed to have pushed his relation with the Porte to the point of no return, in spite of Mehmed’s rather questionable offers. Still it seems that, due to the situation in Asia Minor, even after the defeat of Uzun Hassan, the combats in Albania and also the on-going Venetian-Ottoman talks, the Porte did not want to create a major front north of the Danube. Given these aspects and also the Italian contemporary data, the need of Stephen III’s propaganda in German to excuse his failure appears in a distinctive light35.

Italian Allies and Enemies of Crusading Rome and Venice

Crusaders efforts were viewed with rather polite contempt in the West in the 1470’s. This led to the widening of gap between personal and collective statements of crusader passion and the ‘behind the scenes’ mocking of the idea. The real problem was not so much the fact that France, England and Burgundy too viewed the actions of Rome and the ‘Eastern’ Latins as money schemes. The Reconquista was, at times, viewed in similar fashion. The problem was that this point of view was shared and (well) defended in the central parts of Europe36.

In 1476, for instance, the ‘invasion’ of persistent Tartar, Walachian or Persian envoys caused Francesco Sforza’s, duke of Milan, public discontent. The Easterners had learnt bad habits from the Hungarian. Like Matthias, they promised great help in return for rather small sums. Fortunately for the crusade, there were counter-arguments. First, warfare costed less in the East. Second, Sforza, like other contestants of the crusader action, but politically correct supporters of the idea, was not a highly credible or moral authority on the crusader matter37.

---

34 E.g. Cronaca di Anonimo Veronese 1446-1488, edited by Giovanni Soranzo (Venice 1915), p. 307; Antonio Hyvani Sarzanensis, Historia de volaterrana calamitate (= RIS, NS, XXIII, 4), edited by Francesco Luigi Mannuci (Città di Castello 1913), pp. 42-43; Cronica moldo-germană, pp. 31-32;
35 E.g. ASVe, S.S., Deliberazioni, reg. 26, cc. 22r, 31r-32r 101v (5th of July, 13th of September 1473, 15th of June 1474); Frammenti, p. 24; Andrea Navagero, Storia della Repubblica Veneziana, in RIS, XXIII (1733), cols. 1142-1144; Aşik Paşa Zade, Mehmed Neşri, in Cronici turcești, I, pp. 95-96, 127-128.
The Milan of the Sforzas was very far away from the crusader frontline. In particular due to its contested ‘suzerainty’ over the more than questionable, in terms of anti-Ottoman stands, city of Genoa, Milan had been closely linked to the ‘crusader treasons’ and the subsequent ‘crusader disasters’ of Nicopolis and Varna. In return, Milan was very interested in any political event and plan that might have affected the Italian schemes of the Sforzas.

In Milan’s relations to Rome, Genoa, Venice or Naples, the Turk was such a factor. The Hungarian matter too played a major part, even before talks began between Naples and Buda for the marriage of Matthias to Beatrice. Reports, such as those of Milan’s long-time representative in Venice, Leonardo Botta were of vital political importance, in particular after an ‘anti-Ottoman’ league was concluded between Milan, Venice and Florence in November 1474, to Sixtus’ IV dislike. He viewed it as a challenge to his Italian and crusader authority.

Northern Political Aims and Southern Intelligence Reports in Ottoman Context

Two of Botta’s reports of March 1474 confirmed and developed the information already sent from Ragusa to Buda (December 1473). Only months after Mehmed had crushed Uzun Hassan (August 1473), Christendom’s ‘great Muslim hope’, the Ottoman troops, only those from Albania at that time, were expected to leave against Stephen. Still, Leonardo Botta had to focus on other ‘details’, sometimes omitted by his official and unofficial Venetian sources.


The Venetian ambassador in Buda had reported the news of victory of the Wallachians over the Turk. It was a victory for which Stephen III never took credit. On the contrary, it could be said, he searched for explanations for his failure. Yet, this seems to have been of small Italian value, as ‘Central European’ data was often viewed separate from ‘southern’ data 41.

Another fact seemed to have been overlooked. At the time of his attack on Walachia, Stephen had strong ties to Matthias’ arch-rival, Frederic (Friedrich) III, who also tried to exploit the anti-Ottoman climate. This was probably regarded as a ‘Hungarian matter’, though the list of eastern Habsburg supporters on which Stephen III was placed was rather eloquent 42.

The documents issued by the Habsburg chancery of Vienna on VI Novembris 1473:

Item litera passus pro patriarcha Anthioceno (Lodovico Severi)/ Item missiva ad consules et massarios in Caffa ad habendum eundem patriarcham recommisum, ut possit ire per certas eorum secure/ Item ad idem principi Megerili [Mengli Ghiray], domino Tartarorum/ Item ad idem ad principem Assembegk [Uzun Hassan], Persarum domino/ Item ad idem ad archiepiscopum de Magno Novagarda [Feofil, archbishop of Novgrod]/ Item ad idem ad Vanoida [Stephen of Mol davia], in Walachia capitanoe/ Item ad idem ad Aleca, capitanoe de Plotzko [Plock, in Masovia]/ Item ad idem ad Martinum Gostoldo, capitanoe in Thino [Knin, in Croatia]/ Item ad idem ad Kazimiro [Casimir IV], rege Polonie; dominus ad voluntatem domini imperatoris dedit omnes predictas literas gratis patriarche predicto quia pauper fuit.

In early November, Stephen had completed his victorious, for the time being, Walachian campaign. He seemed a pillar for the Habsburg scheme, which failed, in the end. The Latin Patriarch of Antioch, highly commended by Sixtus IV, due to his eastern crusader mission, eventually arrived in Buda, contrary to Frederic hopes. Matthias aided Severi who continued his journey to Persia, over Moldavia, as Matthias was also at war with Casimir. Whether as Frederic III’s captain or as Matthias ‘vassal’, Stephen III stood on the main crusader road 43.

41 In these matters, see also Al. Simon, ‘The Use of the Gate of Christendom. Hungary’s Mathias Corvinus and Moldavia’s Stephen the Great Politics in the late 1400’s’, QCR, III (2004), pp. 204-206.

42 HHStA, Hs.S., Hs. W. 529, f. 261’ (6th of November; edited in Regesten Friedrich, suppl. II-1, no. 3539, p. 523); Simeon Ljubić, Dispacci di Luca de Tollentis vescovo di Sebenico e di Lionello Cheregato vescovo di Traù nunzi apostolici in Borgogna e nelle Fiandre 1472-1488 (Zagreb 1876), no. I-13, p. 46.

43 E.g. UKB, Mk 9, mikulovsky rukopis, ff. 228‘-229’ [Early 1474; abstract, under 1479, in Quellen, no. 91, p. 101]; N. Pienaru, ‘Proiectul scitic. Relațiile lui Ștefan cel Mare cu Hoarda Mare’ [The Scythian Project: Stephen the Great’s Relations to the Great Horde], RI, XXIV (2003), 5-6, pp. 122-123 (especially).
2. The Hungarian and Moldavian Background of Italian Reports and Projects

The Hungarian news on the Walachian victory was strange also for another reason. In February 1474, the Turks burnt and ravaged Oradea (Nagyvarad, Grosswardein), a small Hungarian Saint-Denis. The royal and popular effect of the raid was huge. Matthias’ already contested domestic prestige had been dealt a considerable blow. He managed to turn the tables in his favor and pushed the Hungarian Diet to approve the 1 florin tax per porta, even under the reserve that the money thus collected was to be used only against the Turk44.

King Matthias Corvinus between Western Suspensions and Eastern Setbacks

Under the same less auspicious circumstances, king Matthias tried to turn the foreign situation in his favor. He attempted and partially succeeded in using Stephen’s Walachian actions to his advantage. In these matters, Matthias could count also on Venice’s troubles. The republic, under great political pressure both in the peninsula and in the East, had to turn once more to the king. However, she did not send him money before she saw some results45.

Matthias had not the best of political images in Venice. Besides, further to the East, the fate of the entire Venetian-Ottoman affair was, more or less, in the hands of Barbarians, such as the Tartars and the Walachians. They were even more unreliable than the king. Moreover, Matthias ally and instrument in these matters was his former enemy and subject Stephen46.

Between (1465) 1466-1467, Stephen III had been both Matthias’, though he was already, on the Christian side, Casimir’s vassal, and Mehmed’s vassal. In return for his support for the king’s Ottoman plans, he had been (formally) granted estates. In 1465, by Walachian means, he had been disloyal to Mehmed. In 1467, by Transylvanian means, he had been disloyal to Matthias. In 1465, he took, to Matthias’ profit too, Chilia from the Walachian ‘representatives’ of the sultan. In 1467, Stephen III’s former ‘allegiance’ almost costed king Matthias his life47.

46 In these matters, e.g. ASV, Arm. XXXIX-10, ff. 256 (276r)-257 (277v) [1459-1460; cf. Setton, The Papacy and the Levant, II, p. 262 (note 111)]; see Simon, Ștefan cel Mare și Matia Corvin, pp. 483-484.
47 BCC, Cod. 82-4-8, Pannonius, f. 94v (2nd of January 1467; copy: MOL, DF 290346); MDE, II, nos. 11-13, pp. 20-25; MKL, I, no. 62, p. 83; no. 77, p. 110; Ub., VI, no. 3544, p. 294; Długosz (1887), p. 478.
These were no tokens of Stephen’s crusader reliability. Venice tried, on the
diplomatic level, to look around them. She had basically done the same in the
1460’ in case of Matthias relation to Bosnia and future Herzegovina, whose rulers
had constantly accused the king of greed and treason. Still, Matthias stood less
and less for an enduring option for the republic48.

**Buda ’Southern and Eastern Politics and the Rise of Stephen III of Moldavia**

A Florentine report of mid 1472, drafted for the Sforzas, recorded the revenues
of the Hungarian bishops, the castles of the main lords of a Hungarian realm richer
than portrayed by Matthias in his long quest for subsidies ‘in view of a crusade’.
The report also listed his crowns and the provinces of Hungary. Walachia, like
Transylvania, but also Bosnia, Serbia or Ragusa, was recorded as a province,
though a (vassal) state. In matters of finances and estates, the report was very
accurate. It was probably also accurate in terms of politics49.

[...]<Le corone>/
La prima Dalmacia/ La segonda Cornatia/ La terza Boemnia/
Le provicie/
Valacia, Transilvagnia, Sciavonia, Servia, Bossnia, Raguzia, Moravia, Silezia [...]

In 1472, Radu III was at odds with Matthias. The ties between the king and
Stephen had grown stronger. Probably, Matthias was ready too to make his move
on Valacia, whether with Stephen’s aid or with Mehmed’s approval. Walachia
was re-listed as a royal province. Radu, Mehmed’s favorite, led an increasingly
independent policy in relation to Buda, namely after the Hungarian-Ottoman truce
of spring 1468. In mid 1472, this had to end, after Újlaki too had been crowned
king of Bosnia in May, which further complicated Matthias relations to Rome50.

The same year, Matthias took great official pride in having overcome, meaning
outlived, the treason of Walachia and Moldavia. The second one was now at his
side, but also at that of Frederic III, the other lawful king of Hungary according
to his treaty of 1463 with king Matthias. Stephen’s relations of 1473-1474 with

---

48 E.g. ASVe, S.S., *Deliberazioni*, reg. 21, c. 219° (31<sup>st</sup> of December 1463); MHS, I-2, no. 4, p. 166; no. 5, p. 190; MDE, I, no. 23, p. 33; no. 162, p. 224; *Frammenti*, p. 11; AAV, XXIV, no. 7240, p. 485.


50 E.g. ELTEK, *Kaprinai*, B, LXVIII, no. 6, p. 13 (1<sup>st</sup> of November 1472); *Teleki*, XI, no. 289, p. 470; *Hurmuzaki*, XV-1, nos. 137-138, pp. 79-80; *Ub.*, VI, no. 3843, p. 479; *Documente Brașov*, no. 272, p. 328.
Frederic, to whom he had sworn allegiance in 1459, could’ve been ‘paradoxically’ also a result of his contacts to Matthias Corvinus\(^{51}\).

The rise of Matthias’ ‘vassal’ continued. In the summer and fall of 1472, Stephen seems to have been on the list of major Christian figures addressed by Uzun Hassan for a common fight against the Turk. Mary of Mangop, Stephen III’s wife, and Catherine Comnenos, Uzun’s wife, were cousins. This made Stephen III, whose wife was also related to Zoe Palaeologus, more trustworthy in Uzun Hassan’s eyes. Nevertheless, both from the East and the West, Matthias Corvinus was the main East-Central European partner for any anti-Ottoman talks\(^{52}\).

### III. Venice’s Oriental Connections and Necessities in Regional and Local Contexts

The fall of Negroponte (1471), the failure of the ‘Muscovite plan’ (1472), Uzun Hassan’s defeat (1473), the difficult talks with the Tartars in view of their anti-Ottoman action (1473-1474), the even more difficult negotiations with Mehmed (in particular 1471-1473), the failed Ottoman ‘palace coup’ attempted by republic placed her in a delicate position. Her relation with Rome was still tense, while the relation to Milan could always turn into an open conflict. The republic needed a success in the East. She needed at least some anti-Ottoman hope\(^{53}\).

### 1. The Resorts and Grounds of Crusader Information Transfer in the 1470’s

Venice’s relation to Matthias had been rather poor, since the failed German-Hungarian crusader plan of 1466-1467. Still, he was the one most likely to provide this success for the republic. The king of Poland, Casimir IV, was still on friendly terms with the sultan and at odds with Matthias. Stephen III of Moldavia was equally a promise and a liability for the crusade, due to his previous actions and changes of policy, namely in 1462 and in 1467\(^{54}\).
The Question of Crusader Credibility and the Extent of Anti-Ottoman Successes

Milan, well aware of these Venetian problems, was familiar with Venetian propaganda and disinformation. This had a direct influence on the Italian, namely Milanese, reception of Stephen’s victory of Vaslui (January 1475). A series of Milanese reports, authored by the same Leonardo Botta (March-April 1475), are marked by several doubts regarding this victory. It took more than a month and supplementary data in order for the Duchy of Milan to accept Stephen III’s victory of Vaslui and his ‘encyclical’ letter sent throughout Europe55.

Previously his actions had been viewed, as in the case of the report sent from Genoese Chios, in October 1474, as part of a (personal) conflict with Radu, who, contrary to what was stated in the report, died probably only at the beginning of 1475. The anti-Ottoman aims of Stephen’s actions were quite unknown. Except for reports such as the one sent from Venetian Candia to Milan, in the same month, little contemporary information established a link between Stephen III’s combats and the general continental anti-Ottoman warfare56.

[...]

[...] Lo Segnore de Volaquia Alta et morto, lo Segno<re> de la Velaquia Basa et intrato dentro lo paise et a/ un Segnore a lo so modo, lo quale metra apertene a lo Turco, lo quale ge ne mandato uno con grande pessansa/ lo aceterano, sera contento caxo que no se terne ara goera con lo Segno<re> da la Velaquia Basa et con quelo que o facto,/ laquelle cossa fosse teneamo no poria fare, ny atendera e l’armata que de sopra dicto e; quello que ne seque que/ Vi aviseramo sempre la Exellentia Vostra maxime se yo intendro quea Voy piace [...] (3rd of October, Chios).


55 E.g. ASM, A.D.S., Potenze Estere, Venezia, cart. 361, fasc. 3, nn; 2nd, 5th, 11th, 16th, 18th, 25th of March 1475); MDE, II, no. 209, pp. 301-302; Acte, III, p. 54; Actae, no. 16, p. 17; Malipiero, pp. 99-100.

56 E.g. ASG, A.S., Diversorum Communis Januae, 3055, nn (11th of January 1474); ASM, A.D.S., Potenze Estere, Ungheria, cart. 649, fasc. 2, nn (3rd, 4th of October 1474); ASVe, S.S., Deliberazioni, reg. 26, c. 101' (15th of June); Nachträge, no. 234, p. 257; no. 251, p. 266; no. 255, p. 273; no. 280, p. 298.
Stephen III’s importance grew constantly. News on his actions seemed more credible than data on similar Venetian or Hungarian combats. He was a relative newcomer and had previously played on both sides and namely on the Ottoman one. Information on the unrest caused by him in Istanbul appeared to be more than the usual rumors and disinformation of the time. Milan’s reluctance thus focused not on him, but on his ‘patrons’, Venice and Buda.

In spite of his Venetian or Ottoman usefulness or of the ‘panegyric’ wrote by Lodovico Il Moro at Matthias’ death, the king was not viewed as a trustworthy political partner by Milan, not even during the talks that led to the marriage contract between John Corvinus and Bianca Maria Sforza (1487-1490). In 1473-1474, Milan had declined Matthias’ personal matrimonial offer. The Sforza opinion was partially shared by Venice, namely, for Ottoman reasons that, on the other hand, frequently compelled her to financially and politically support Matthias.

**Anti-Ottoman ‘Products’ of Informational Delay and Venetian Propaganda**

For such reasons, Venice shaped the ‘crusader image’ of the, previously ‘unreliable’, Stephen. For the time being however, Venice avoided to promote him as a direct challenge to the ‘crusader front seat’ of Matthias. The ‘Walachian news’ which arrived, with Venice’s consent, in Milan, in March 1474, can be viewed also as a first step in this political direction.

It is highly improbable that the news of a Moldavian action in Walachia, regardless of its outcome, could have arrived in Buda and from there in Venice, until the 28th of March. According to the Moldavian-German Chronicle, Stephen ‘burnt’ Walachia on the 14th of March. For news to travel from Târgoviște to Buda it usually took two weeks. The same time span was need for a message to arrive from Buda to Venice. Venetian propaganda however ‘speeded’ things up. This feature lasted for decades in the Venetian-Moldavian case.

---


60 E.g. ASG, A.S., *Diversorum Communis Januae*, 3056, nn (21st of January 1474); *Frammenti*, p. 19; Vladimir Segeš, ‘Time, Space and Mobility in the Wars of the Late Middle Ages’, in *Fight*, pp. 103-113.
In this highly delicate context that still poses several questions, Stephen made his great anti-Ottoman debut and Matthias re-entered the anti-Ottoman stage. For instance, we might presume that the Venetian report of March 1474, arrived, in part, in Milan, regarded the events of November 1473. Then, though we do not know that Radu had Ottoman support from the beginning, Stephen had won. Due to the great delay with which the news had arrived in Venice, the report thus made no reference to Radu’s return to the throne (late December).61

Not even the news on Vaslui (10th of January 1475) arrived too quickly in Venice (6th of March 1475). Unofficially the victory was known in Venice already on the 17th of February. In this case however, the delay was caused by the ‘fight’ between Stephen and Matthias for the monopoly on the promotion of the victory. In general, whether it was an Ottoman victory or a failure, Venice learned of it within a month (e.g. in 1453, 1456, 1476, 1480-1481 or 1484). Due to the ‘republic’s Ottoman needs’ of 1474, a delay in that case is highly improbable.62

2. Regional Links between Western and Eastern anti-Ottoman Plans and Failures

Venice’s attitude towards Transylvania is hard to rate, though the coordination between her anti-Ottoman pillars of Buda and Suceava depended on it. Due to her representatives’ of Hungary and Moldavia almost desperate reactions during Mehmed II’s Moldavian campaign of 1476, it is possible that the republic did not (fully) realize the problem. This incapacity is quite intriguing given only the fact that the Transylvanian rebellion and Matthias’ subsequent Moldavian failure of 1467 ensured the salvation of the republic, in the words of her officials.63

Though the political distances shortened and continental connections had become more frequent also for smaller states, connecting the different areas of interest was still a problem. This eventually led to the fact that in 1476 Mehmed II managed to escape from Moldavia, in spite of the planned Moldavian-Hungarian-Venetian-Tartar trap. Długosz went even as far as to blame Casimir IV, for he had not intervened and thus missed out eternal glory. However, Transylvania, the Volga and Crimean Tartars were only some of the ‘crusader’ symptoms.64

---

61 ASM, A.D.S., Potenze Estere, Venezia, cart. 361, fasc. 3, nn (25th, 28th of March 1474); Długosz (1887), pp. 604-606; Unrest, pp. 107-108; Letopiseţul anonim, p. 17; Cronica moldo-germană, pp. 31-32.

62 Codice, II-2, no. 1117, p. 195; Hurmuzaki, II-2, no. 202, p. 224, Venetia, no. 11, p. 255; no. 16, p. 257; Malipiero, p. 111; Vite 1474-1494, II, pp. 12, 14; Simon, Ştefan cel Mare și Matia Corvin, p. 568.

63 E.g. MOL, DL 39311 (9th of July 1476); MHS, I-1, no. 1, p. 303; MDE, II, no. 46, p. 76; no. 223, p. 324; Codex, III, no. 258, p. 281; Frammenti, pp. 38-39; Ammannati Piccolomini, III, no. 871, p. 2059.

64 Długosz (1887), pp. 646-647; Aşik Paşa Zade, p. 97; Tursun Bey (2007), p. 239; Simon, Ştefan cel Mare și Matia Corvin, pp. 360-361; see also R. Fubini’s study, ‘Diplomacy and Government in the Italian City-States of the Fifteenth Century: Florence and Venice’, in Politics and
Hungarian Domestic Roads towards the Crusader Failures of 1476 and 1484

Given the context, even the reserved attitude in practice, enthusiastic in writing, of the Transylvanian nobility towards the anti-Ottoman actions of the 1470’s, towards the actions of their king or those of their neighbor, Stephen, could be viewed as quite justified. A fact must be recalled. In 1476 and 1484, Matthias had to bring troops from Hungary proper in order to aid Stephen. This worked quite well in 1476, however, with a significant delay that increased Venice’s worst fears, for, during Mehmed’s attack, little seemed to be done in Transylvania, in spite of talks and rumors. Eight years later, in 1484, this proved to be a complete disaster.

In 1484, in spite of Stephen (István) Báthory’s, the acting voivode of Transylvania, and Matthias’ pressures, apparently nobody in Transylvania and few in the Banate took action in favor of Stephen. A likely explanation might also be that Matthias, though he tried, at times (1469-1470, 1476), to gather troops, via the traditional congregational channels, never called in the powerful Transylvanian assembly of estates, after the rebellion of 1467. After his death, the estates reconvened in 1493, the year of the great Ottoman attack on Transylvania.

The Transylvanian attitude has its place in a wider Christian context. The military and tax policies generally associated with crusader style actions, the non-Ottoman rivalries and interests favored namely a reserved attitude towards anti-Ottoman endeavors. This attitude is quite eloquent if we take into account the fact that, unlike the Italian or German powers and cities, the Transylvanian Voivodate was not far away from the ‘Ottoman front’, from which the Transylvanian area was separated only by the unstable state of Walachia.

Matthias’ attempted to reform the realm’s southern defense system, mainly after 1479. The reform focused on the establishment of three major defense units (Slavonia, the Banate, Transylvania), but was jeopardized from the start in its eastern part. Here regional security was better assured by diplomatic means and arrangements, than by military acts and measures.

---

65 ASM, A.D.S., Potenze Estere, Napoli, cart. 244, fasc. 2, nn (9th of July 1484); Ungheria, cart. 645, fasc. 7, nn (19th of August 1476); SOAL, A.C.L., Mohács előtti ok levelek, 17-59 (16th of September 1484; copy: MOL, DF 265307); Ub., VII, no. 4559, p. 357; Actae, nos. 18-20, pp. 20-23; Frammenti, pp. 38-39.

66 Hurmuzaki, II-2, no. 126, p. 146; no. XV-1, no. 124, p. 71; no. 137, p. 79; Ub., VI, no. 3330, p. 152; Actae, no. 19, p. 22; Bonfini (1936-1941), pp. 96-98; Simon, Ştefan cel Mare şi Matia Corvin, pp. 235-236.

67 For instance: MOL, DL 27714 (21st of October 1479); Ub., VII, no. 4670, p. 459; Documente SBB, no. 55, pp. 136-137; no. 57, p. 140; see also Ioan Drăgan, Nobilimea românească din Transilvania. 1440-1514 [The Romanian Nobility of Transylvania. 1440-1514] (Bucharest 2000), pp. 93-98, 235-244, 326.

68 Hurmuzaki, XV-1, no. 99, p. 58; no. 171, p. 97; Géza Pálfy, ‘The Origins and Development of the Border Defence System against the Ottoman Empire in Hungary (up to the Early Eighteenth
Plans and Promises to Compensate Regional Crusader Costs and Shortcomings

In spring 1475, prior to the fall of Caffa, a Venetian anti-Ottoman project was presented in Rome. Matthias should have attacked Mehmed II in Serbia and Bosnia. Stephen III, voivode of Serbia and Moldavia, together with Casimir IV, who, menaced by the Hungarian-Moldavian ‘entente’, sought a Turkish deal, was supposed to attack in Bulgaria. Realistic in terms of the military forces involved, the project was quite unrealistic on the actual military and political level. The authorities of Stephen and king Matthias were mixed up, while there was no real coordination planned between them. The Transylvanian link was thus not even mentioned.

The project’s value of diplomatic nature, due also to the disputes for crusader subsidies arisen after Vaslui. Especially Venice made several promises to Stephen III. Bulgaria was probably promised too to him as she had been to Hunyadi in 1444. According to Moldavian records from the 1700’, the Venetian promises were even greater, covering most of the lands between the Lower Danube and Istanbul. Because the East seemed to shelter the last anti-Ottoman resources available to Venice, such promises may have been actually made.

69 ASM, A.D.S., Potenze Estere, cart. 640, Illiria, Polonia, Russia, Slavonia, fasc. 2, nn [April-May 1475; the document was edited, under 1462, in Arbanija, no. 226, pp. 128, a mistaken dating, because, for instance, Paolo Mauroceno, the Venetian representative in Rome, who sent the copy of the plan, was active in Rome in the mid 1470’; in this respect: Cristian Luca, Al. Simon, ‘Bani pentru cruce. Roma, Veneția, Milano, Buda și Suceava în 1475’ [Money for the Cross: Rome, Venice, Milan, Buda and Suceava in 1475], RI, XVIII (2008), 1-2]; Codex, III, no. 202, p. 223; no. 222, p. 243; no. 226, p. 246.

70 E.g. EMC, nos. 80-81, pp. 103-108; Veneţia, no. 20, pp. 260-261; Matei Cazacu, ,Un voyageur dans les pays roumains et son Histoire de la Moldavie: Leyon Pierce Balthasar von Campenhagen (1746-1808)’, in Şerban Papacostea, p. 414; Simon, Ţeţfan cel Mare şi Matia Corvin, pp. 379-380.
Venice’s Tartar schemes eventually came to Stephen’s advantage. In 1471, Stephen had crushed Mengli Ghiray’s Tartars. This had a great impact on Vienna. The Habsburg report of 1474 on Stephen began with his victory over the Tartar emperor, which was chronologically mingled with his victory over Matthias (1467). This ‘mixture’ laid the foundations stones of the German legend of Stephen of Moldavia who could defeat two monarchs in the same day⁷¹.

Steffanus weida in der Molda hats dem Thatarischen Kaiser/ ongeferlich vor 6 jaren [i.e. 1467/ 1468] gefangen und sein volk erschlagen./ da hats dem gefangenem Thatarischen Kaiser eringtem fridt und/ plündung gemacht und sein leiblicher sonn dem gewaltem/ weida eingesercr [...].

Still, even after Stephen’s challenges to the Ottoman supremacy in the Black Sea area intensified, Venice took into account the possibility of overrunning Moldavia with Tartars and Russians if it did not take any further anti-Ottoman actions (1472-1473). In 1476-1477, the Volga Tartars came to Moldavia’s border. Venice asked him to take the Tartars and conquer Bulgaria. Stephen politely refused. He did not want his state to stand for an oriental passage way. He had already accepted to fight the Turk, not for some ideals, but due to necessities⁷².

**Crusading in the Black Sea Area and the Defending the Adriatic Space**

Anti-Ottoman actions were equally matter of the Churches, of Church union in particular. This had been made clear in the case of Ivan III’s marriage to Zoe and Russia’s crusader planned crusader action (1472). Rome’s and Venice’s Muscovite hopes, born, in this case, by Bessarion’s designs, quickly faded away. The matter became more pressing. They had no Greek rite politician, other than Stephen III of Moldavia, to their avail. They focused on him⁷³.

---


⁷² In this respect, see also Történelmi bizottságának oklevél-másolatai [Safety Copies of Historical Documents], edited by Lipot Öváry, I, Mohácsi véz előtti okiratok kivonatai [Documents prior to the Battle of Mohács] (Budapest 1890); nos. 550, 553, p. 141; Guerre, no. 85, pp. 106-107; no. 90, pp. 112-113; Veneția, no. 20, pp. 260-261; Malipiero, pp. 41, 43, 73-74; Simon, ‘The Arms of the Cross’, pp. 60-61.

Mehmed tried to respond to the plans also by means of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, as he had probably done already in 1467, with royal Polish support. Patriarch Simeon I basically accompanied, through Bulgaria, Suleiman Beg’s army, sent against Stephen III in late 1474. His repeated anti-Ottoman acts and Latin talks had resulted in a break with the Moldavian Orthodox hierarchs, namely with metropolite Theoctist I, the leader of the anti-unionist party. At the end of 1473, the hierarchs had left the princely council. They were never to return.\footnote{Vitalien Laurent, ‘Les premiers patriarches de Constantinople sous la domination turque (1454-1476)’, \textit{REB}, XXVI (1968), pp. 268-269; Andrei Pliguzov, ‘On the Title ‘Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus’’, \textit{HUS}, XV (1991), 3-4, pp. 343-344; Simon, ‘The Use’, pp. 214-215; Mureşan, ‘Lando’, pp. 170-171.}

\textit{Western Solutions and Perspectives on Pontic Political Affairs}

As Stephen III’s Hungarian relations improved and the Walachian conflict developed, on the eve of his Crimean marriage, the ruler, who overcame also a major domestic plot (1471-1472), intensified his pressures on Caffa. The Ottoman tribute paying Genoese metropolis of Crimea, under Mengli Ghiray’s protection in particular, was Stephen’s main Christian rival in terms of north-pontic trade. He tried to increase his control over the harbors in his possession, former Genoese colonies and still largely autonomous in relation to Suceava (1473-1474).\footnote{Codice, I, no. 120, pp. 307-309; no. 151, pp. 364-368; no. 377, p. 815; II-2, no. 658, p. 338; no. 1087, pp. 103-104 ; no. 1102, pp. 114-116; no. 1104, p. 122; no. 1117, p. 195; \textit{Acte}, III, p. 50; for other data, see Al.Simon, ‘Stăpânii porturilor. Problema moldavă între Napoli şi Milano în vara anului 1484’ [The Masters of the Harbors: Naples, Milan and Moldavian Question (Summer 1484)], SMIM, XXVI (2008).}

He eventually could not rely on them. Prior to the battle of Vaslui, which allowed him to retake possession over the harbors, Chilia and Cetatea Albă had surrendered to the Turk, as Caffa refused to engage in an anti-Ottoman alliance. Caffa’s answer did not change after Vaslui. Still, also because Venice, Genoa’s arch-rival, exploited Stephen’s gain by concluding, in secret, a truce with the Porte, Caffa could not avoid Ottoman conquest in summer 1475.\footnote{For instance: \textit{Acte}, III, pp. 88-89; Andrei Pippidi, ‘Lettres inédites de Leonardo III Tocco’, \textit{RE-SEE}, XXXII (1994), 1-2, pp. 69-70; Ş. Papacostea ‘Moldova lui Ștefan cel Mare și genovezii din Marea Neagră’ [Stephen the Great’s Moldavia and the Genoese of the Black Sea <Area>], \textit{AIIX}, XXIX (1992), pp. 70-72.}
return for his support of Habsburg action against Matthias was thus rather pre-
sumptuous. Vienna could not give what Buda failed to take for herself. In 1473-1474, the main focus of the crusade was, not only in case of the Walachians and the Tartars, in the Black Sea area, as also a certain Constantine Great Comenos, *filz du duc de Trapezonde*, was sent from Dijon to Vienna. Moldavia remained, in Rome’s, but also in Venice’s perspective, a foremost pontic crusader force. In 1476, Sixtus IV asked Burgundy for help. The *Ungaris et Valacchis marique Helespontico* should not face the *Turk* alone. Yet, at the time, not even the relations between Suceava and Moscow were fully functional.

**Constructing Crusader Alliances and Reducing Crusader Costs**

The victory of Vaslui could be viewed as a great surprise. Few expected the Ottomans to be defeated and even fewer were willing to believe that. The different negotiations, rumors and expectations had prepared neither Poland or Hungary, nor the Italian Peninsula, for such an outcome. Fear immediately resurfaced. Sultan Mehmed’s vengeance was unavoidable. In the end, like on the eve of the fall of Caffa, it all came down to two things: the *Turk* should attack somewhere else and, if he did so, may God give him a defeat as the one of Vaslui.


E.g. ASM, A.D.S., Potenze Estere, *Illiria, Polonia, Russia, Slavonia*, cart. 640, fasc. 2, nn (14th of February); *Turchia-Levante*, cart. 647, fasc. 1, nn (29th of May); *Venezia*, cart. 361, fasc. 3, nn (28th of February, 5th, 11th, 16th, 18th, 22nd of March 1475); *Frammenti*, p. 27; *Długosz* (1887), pp. 622-623, 638.
were still tense, though this did not imply a break in anti-Ottoman talks. Matthias seemingly did not offer a traditional official greeting to Sixtus IV on his election (1471) until early 1475. After Bessarion’s death (1472), a real coordination between Roman and Venetian Greek plans was reattempted, only at the beginning of 1474, when Girolamo Lando became Latin Patriarch of Constantinople.

Such gaps and doubts led to the idea of a crusader blueprint attributed to Bessarion, who had major ties to Greek, Latin and Muslim politicians. Whether or not the events of 1473-1474 were the result of his design, one aspect is certain. His ‘crusade’ worked better than the one granted, as consolation prize to another unsuccessful papal candidate and Latin Patriarch of Constantinople, Thomas (Tamás) Bakócz, archbishop of Esztergom (Gran), Venice’s favorite (1513-1514). The ‘crusade’ of 1514 severally harmed the weakened Hungarian state, while the ‘crusade’ of the early 1470s had quite the opposite effect on the realm of St. Stephen’s crusades.

The negotiations and plans of the early 1470s were, in essence, not too different from other projects and talks of the late 1400s. What made them ‘special’, for the moment, as well as, to a certain extent, over time, were the Danubian and Pontic combats of 1475-1476, in particular. These combats ended in an overall ‘draw’, by far the best anti-Ottoman result of the last decades. The ‘draw’ however costed the Christians more than it costed the Porte.
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slične prirode, glavna se objašnjena u pravilu oslanjaju na prilično jednostavne činjenice. “Protuosmanska” kolaciji iz sredine sedamdesetih godina 15. stoljeća sastojala se u osnovi od prijašnjih, bilo skorašnjih ili tradicionalnih, suparnika, poput Rima, Venecije, Ugarske i Moldavije, što je imalo izravan utjecaj na ishod njihovih pokušaja i akcija koji su imali križarsku formu. Još jedan važan aspekt koji valja naglasiti u ovom kontekstu odnos je Matije i Transilvani poslije 1467. godine, u sprezi s mjesnim transilvanskim vezama preko Vlaške, s Turčinom. Takve strukturne pojedinosti, onkraj različitih oblika suvremenih, ali i srednjovjekovnih predrasuda, osigurale su gotovo neprestanu prednost Osmanskom Carstvu koje je sve više bilo partner, a ne neprijatelj.
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